7-112   Capital Project Status Reports

Revision Dates

Repealed

Policy History
6/12/1992   Approved by the Board on second reading.
7/15/1993   Policy revision approved by the Board on second reading.
1/15/1999   Policy revision, including renumbering, approved by the Board on second reading.
9/26/2001   Policy revision, including renumbering, approved by the Board on second reading.
6/16/2005   Policy revision approved by the Board on second reading.
6/18/2009   Policy revision approved by the Board on second reading.
4/6/2012    Policy revision approved by the Board on second reading.
9/28/2012   Policy revision approved by the Board on second reading.
4/6/2018    Policy revision approved by the Board on second reading to be effective 7/1/2018.
6/9/2022    Policy repealed by the Board on second reading.

Related Information
This policy was originally numbered as 7-108 from its adoption in 1992 until 1/15/1999 when it was renumbered to 7-111. It was again renumbered to 7-112 in 2001.

7-112 has been the number assigned to multiple policies since the Policy Manual was adopted in 1983. It was originally assigned to the Estimates of the Cost of Construction Projects policy. Article A of Chapter VII was revised in January 1988 and 7-112 was repealed. In June 1992, Chapter VII was revised again and 7-112 was assigned to the Capital Improvement Plans policy. Upon another revision in January 1999, 7-112 became the Space Inventory and Utilization...
Reports policy. Chapter VII was again revised in September 2001 and 7-112 was assigned to the Capital Project Status Reports policy until its repeal in June 2022.